
Decoding and cutting a Sip22 Key 
using the Genuine Lishi 

Cut to code machine

Sip22 Key



The Genuine Lishi stand alone cut to code machine 
is unique as a stand alone machine, as it allows
you to;

1) Cut to manufacturers key code
2) Decode then copy a key blade
3) Input the cuts and cut the key
4) Input key cuts then find any missing bitting via
it's own onboard fill program, no need for lap top 
or 3rd party software.
5) Comes with 2 jaws as standard allowing you 
to cut most edge keys and most high security 
sidewinder laser keyways 
6) A tibbe clamp is also available which allows
you to cut tibbe keys to code
7) Decode keys

It's a robust machine with an extensive coverage 
of todats auto key market.

In this guide we will look at decoding and copying
a SIP22 key from a 2014 MY Vauxhall combo van.

The Key Decoding Procedure 

We begin by turning on the key cutting machine 
and selecting direct cut;

Sip22 Key



This opens the key blank search screen below

Now manually type in by SIP22 by touching the relevant keys on screen

Once sip22 is selected click ok in bottom right corner, this will bring up the sip22 screen, in the next picture;



You will notice it tells you to use jaw x2 and clamp A and that it stops on its own shoulder on clamp, 
so we now insert the key in the correct position on the correct clamp.

Now we need to press the icon saying key learn

The screen will change to the one below , just press ok in bottom corner



The machine will now begin decoding the sip22 key we installed on the clamp

The machine will then decode the key , it will then give you its readings on the below screen



Check these readings as these can confirm if key is worn or ok, then click ok in bottom right corner 
of machine, the screen will change and give you the cuts in their correct positions as in the below photo .

The screen now gives you the cuts it has read and the screen also shows you the image of the cut key, 
which you can check against the key you read.



We can now insert the key blank we wish to cut this key to into the same jaw and position that 
we removed the cut key from , as in the below picture.

We now press cut key in bottom right of screen and the key will begin to cut



Once cut , turn key over and clamp it back in place , then press cut key again

Once the key is cut remove it and check it works , which as this test shows works fine.

The key fits and turns the lock perfectly.

Now you just need to return to the home screen , switch off machine and then clean it down,
ready for your next cutting function.
This concludes our guide on decoding and cutting a high security laser style sip22 key using 
the genuine lishi key cutter.


